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Overview Literature

O R G A N I Z E , A U T O M AT E , A N A LY Z E A N D
CONNECT WITH LEXISNEXIS® CASEMAP®

Throughout litigation, strategic insights can be lost when case information becomes disconnected. Litigators
are skilled at keeping a myriad of facts in their heads; but at some point, the sheer volume of information can
compromise effectiveness and efficiency.
LexisNexis® CaseMap® case analysis software is essential for managing facts, documents, persons, evidence,
issues, and legal and investigative research from intake through settlement or trial.

CaseMap® software is a good home for all your case information
Make the best use of key information from day one of a case. CaseMap simplifies organization of your litigation evidence
with an easy-to-use, modern interface.
•

Gather information from PDFs, Microsoft® Outlook®, Microsoft Word, Lexis Advance® and more while maintaining a
record and the ability to link back.

•

Organize your witness lists, master-fact chronology and document indices, plus privilege logs, deposition summaries and
case issues you’re trying to prove with customizable spreadsheets.

•

See the connections you might otherwise miss by tying together the facts, issues, people and evidence.

Modern interface displays favorite features and makes it
easy to organize case information
The ribbon at the top of your screen is similar to the design in other familiar software.

Easily search individual spreadsheets or search
the entire CaseMap file as well as attached
documents to quickly find and easily manage
facts, key players and hot documents.

A guided approach makes it easier to navigate for novices
and veteran alike
CaseMap® Smart Assist helps users accomplish tasks, search case data and bridge gaps to find the things you’re
looking for. Type in keywords in the search textbox and get results based on functional areas displayed in terms of
relevancy of search.

CaseMap Smart Assist integration
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Automation and integration minimize wasted time

Easily link facts and objects to case issues with the Issue Linking tab.

•

Search for links to objects and issues with names that match your search criteria with Search Link Assistant.

•

Automatically identify persons, places and organizations when creating facts. Object recognition in CaseMap
adds value and removes manual entry time and errors.

•

Bulk import multiple types of documents and images at once—virtually any document type. Convert images
to text using optical character recognition (OCR) on multiple documents to find the underlying text contained
in images.

•

Import document metadata into fields in your case, eliminating manual entry and costly mistakes. Capture
metadata for review while you’re improving the process.

•

Eliminate extra steps by running Lexis Advance® searches right from CaseMap Smart Assist for greater
insight and fact finding for your cases.

CaseMap Smart Assist integration
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•

Seamlessly send work product, case data and emails to CaseMap software from Microsoft software and other
tools. Either highlight specific facts to send, or send the full document.

Get strategic insights from visualization and reporting tools
See the facts in your case and analyze how your case is developing with the unique and illuminating Fact Card view.
This view organizes all the facts as they stack up in favor or against your case.

Fact Card uncategorized

Fact Card evaluated

A variety of convenient reporting options quickly pull together the information needed for different situations,
including:
•

By issue

•

Summary judgment

•

CaseMap® ReportBooks®

… and more.
In the course of organizing your case, you can add files to specific fields in your object spreadsheets. Then you
can easily embed those linked documents in CaseMap® ReportBooks PDFs for easier fact tracking, information
sharing and case analysis.

Having key files embedded in
ReportBooks gives quick access to
related references in the report,
making it easier to prepare thoroughly
for arbitration and trial.
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Connect with colleagues and clients in real time
A Microsoft® SharePoint® web part enables users to view real-time CaseMap data (e.g., spreadsheets) on a
collaborative case team or matter web page.
Administrative users can grant access to the page for non CaseMap users (e.g., clients or co-counsel). The SharePoint
web part requires SQL Server® access.*

CaseMap® DocManager provides advanced searching,
viewing, annotating and printing
With a near-native viewer supporting most standard file types used in litigation, the CaseMap® DocManager feature
provides a single interface for you to view, annotate, highlight, Bates stamp, batch print and batch convert files to
PDF and TIFF.

The CaseMap DocManager feature displays highlighted search hits.
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CaseMap DocManager offers a document review pane, allowing easy navigation between search hit documents
and keeping multiple documents open in the same window. Clicking on a different document in CaseMap (e.g., a
document from the facts spreadsheet) opens in a separate tab so you can easily toggle between open tabs.
With DocManager, you can:
•

Redact sensitive information within a document by selecting the text, or by using Find & Redact

•

Easily create production sets from case documents

•

Quickly find the information you need with hit-highlight capability

Improve productivity with Find & Redact.

… the break in that evidence connection turned up through organizing the data in
CaseMap.
— SEA N O’ BRIEN, PRO FESSO R OF L AW, S CH OOL OF L AW, UN IVER S ITY OF M IS S OUR I- KAN S AS CITY,
w h o led a legal t eam t o exonera te a n i nnocent ma n who ha d served 15 yea rs i n ja i l .

It all works together
Integration between CaseMap®, TextMap®, TimeMap® and Sanction® software makes all case information easily
accessible and immensely useful.

For more information about the LexisNexis CaseMap Suite:
LE XI S N E XI S .CO M /C A S E M A P OR CALL 8 0 0 . 5 4 3 . 6 8 62

*Optional; requires Microsoft SQL Server®, which may call for database administrative staffing.
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